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This paper proposes a novel analysis method for inner resistances of photovoltaic (PV) module. The
main objectives are to obtain the resistance parameters of PV modules by adjusting I-V equation and
voltage equation of diode and to find the relationship between resistance parameters and power. Firstly,
values of serial and parallel resistance at maximum power point are concluded. Secondly, the curves of
serial and parallel resistance are obtained when load increased from zero to infinity. Thirdly, the
relationship between parallel resistance and power is obtained and the influence caused by ignorance of
resistances is analyzed. Finally, simulation and experimental results of photovoltaic module show that
the method is correct and feasible.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
Equivalent circuit is a basic method for PV cell feature
description, and a single-diode model of PV cell is
shown in Figure 1, which is composed by an ideal
current source Ig, an ideal diode D, serial resistance Rs
and parallel resistance Rp [1, 2]. Some more
sophisticated models are proposed by other authors for
further consideration. For example, an extra diode is
used to represent the effect of the carrier recombination
in [3-7]. A three-diode model is used in [8] to further
consider other neglected influences in [3–7]. In this
paper, single diode model, which has an excellent
compromise between accuracy and simplicity, is used
for analysis and study of PV cell in Figure 1. Lots of
authors omit the parallel resistance during study or
discussion of PV cell characteristic, and only consider
the influence caused by serial resistance change on PV
system output [9-13]. Since the serial resistance is
small, it is regarded as short-circuited [14-16] for
acquiring a simple model, and the influence on output
caused by this simplicity on different working
conditions has not been analyzed. In fact, it is one-toone correspondence between value of parallel resistance
and value of serial resistance and the negligence of
serial resistance or parallel resistance will increase
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inaccuracy of PV cell model. This paper researches the
changing rule of serial and parallel resistance, and
studies the relationship between parallel resistance and
output power. In addition, the influence on output
caused by negligence of serial or parallel resistance in
different working areas has also been analyzed.
Simulation and experiment results have proven the
correctness of obtained conclusion.
2. PV CELL MODEL
The single-diode model of PV cell is shown in Figure 1,
and the mathematical model of ideal PV cell is shown as
Equation (1). However, Equation (1) is not sufficient for
describing I - V characteristic of PV cell, which also
includes some other factors. Equation (2) is used to
describe the I - V characteristic of actual PV cell
shown in Figure 1 [1, 2].
I c = I g - I sat {exp(

Vc
) - 1}
VkT

(1)

I c = I g - I sat {exp(

Vc + Rs I c
V + Rs I c
) - 1} - c
VkT
Rp

(2)

where, I c — current of PV cell, A; I g —light-generated
current, A; I sat —diode reverse saturation current, A;
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Figure 1. Single diode model of PV cell

divided into three regions according to changing
characteristic of curves, namely: 1) the current-source
region; 2) the power region; and 3) the voltage-source
region. Output characteristics of PV cell are completely
different on different regions, but the amount of energy
absorbed by PV cell from solar light is certain during a
certain time, which shows that the inner consumption of
PV cell varies at different regions or that the inner
resistance varies with the change of output.
Environment plays an important role on output
characteristic of PV cell, and the following formulas
show the influence of solar irradiance and temperature
on PV cell parameters [16, 20-22].
Ig =

G
I gstd + J 0 (Tc - Tstd )
Gstd

(3)

Ud
) - 1]
VkT

(4)

I d = I 0 [exp(
I 0 = I dstd (

Figure 2. I–V and I–P characteristic of PV cell

Vc —voltage of PV cell, V; VkT = AkT / q ; A —ideality
factor; k—Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38 ´ 10-23 J / K ; T

—the ambient temperature,℃; q—electron charge,
1.6 ´10-19 C ; Rs —serial resistance of PV cell, W ; Rp
—parallel resistance of PV cell, W .
I–V characteristic of PV cell under various conditions
could be obtained through (2), and one I–V
characteristic curve is shown in Figure 2.
Electric generators are generally regarded as current
or voltage sources. The practical PV cell presents a
complex behavior, which may be current or voltage
source depending on different operating condition, and
the reason is the change of inner resistances, as shown
in Figure 2. In fact, in practical PV device, there is
contact resistance on contact surface produced during
cell fabrication process between electrode and silicon
slice, and there are also substrate resistance and sheet
resistance in PV cell. Since these resistances are
connected in series with load during normal operation,
they are called serial resistance. The short-circuit
current of PV cell could be increased through reducing
serial resistance [1, 17]. Rp represents any parallel highconductivity paths across the solar cell p-n junction or
on the cell edges. These would be due to crystal damage
and impurities in and near the junction and give rise to
the shunt current [18, 19]. These shunt paths lead
currents away from the intended load and their effects
are detrimental to the module performance especially at
low intensity levels. The maximum power efficiency
will be reduced if Rp is too small.
In Figure 2, I–V and I–P curves of PV cell could be

1370

qE g 1
Tc 3
1
) exp[
(
- )]
Tstd
bk Tstd Tc

Eg = 1.16 - 7.02 ´ 10 -4

Tc = 273 + T + (

(5)

Tc 2
Tc + 1108

(6)

NOCT - 20
)G
0.8

(7)

where, G —solar irradiance on cell surface, kW / m2 ;
Gstd —nominal solar irradiance, 1kW / m2 ; I gstd —lightgenerated current at nominal condition (usually 25
and 1kW/m2), A; J 0 — temperature coefficient of lightgenerated current; Tc —the absolute temperature of the
cell; Tstd —absolute temperature at nominal condition,
K ; I d —diode current, A; I 0 — diode reverse
saturation current; U d — diode voltage; I dstd —diode
current at reference temperature (25 ) , A; E g —
bandgap energy, eV ; b —ideality factor;

NOCT—

nominal operating cell temperature (℃).

3. PV MODULE MODEL
Generally, a commercial PV module usually consists of
several similar PV cells connected in series to obtain a
high output voltage or a large output current. For a
module that is composed by m serial connected PV
cells, it could be analyzed through using single diode
model shown in Figure 3, and the I - V characteristic
equation [1, 23] of PV module is shown as follow:
I m = I gm - I 0 m{exp[

where,

Vm + I m Rsm
V +I R
] - 1} - m m sm
VkTm
Rpm

I m —current

of module,

A;

(8)

I gm —light-
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generated current of module, I gm = mI g ; m —number
of cells connected in series in a PV module; I 0 m =mI 0 ;
Vm —voltage of module, V ; VkTm = mVkT ; Rsm —serial
resistance of module equivalent circuit, Rsm = mRs ;
Rpm —parallel resistance of module equivalent circuit,
Rpm = mRp .

Serial resistance and parallel resistance are usually
come in pairs, and defined as follow.
Rpm = (Vm + I m Rsm ) /{I gm - I 0m[exp(

Vm + I m Rsm
)-1] - I m}
VkTm

(9)

Vmm + I mm Rsm
+
VkTm
1 Vmm + I mm Rsm 2
1 V +I R
(
) + ... + ( mm mm sm ) n + ...]
2!
VkTm
n!
VkTm

Vmm + I mm Rsm = VkT ln[1 +

(16)

(4) Error is introduced.
ErroRs = Vmm + I mm Rsm -VkTm ln[1 +

Vmm + I mm Rsm
+
VkTm

1 Vmm + I mm Rsm 2
1 V +I R
(
) + ... + ( mm mm sm ) n + ...]
2!
VkTm
n!
VkTm

(17)

If n is large enough, and I mm Rsm <<Vmm , Equation (18) is
established.
1 Vm n 1 Vm + I mm Rsm n
(
) » (
)
n ! VkTm
n!
VkTm

4. IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS

e=

As shown in Figure 3, the voltage drop of equivalent
diode at maximum power point could be calculated
through Equation (10):

If e is smaller than a set value e 0 , n could be
determined from Equation (18). Rsm at this point could
be obtained if error satisfies requirement.
Similarly, through appropriately increasing or
decreasing value of Rsm , if ErroRs is smaller than a set
value Errosset , Rsm could be determined.
The detail iterative process is shown in Figure 4.
Iterative error curve of serial resistance at maximum
power point is shown in Figure 5.

Vdm = Vmm + I mm Rsm

(10)

where, Vdm —diode voltage in module; Vmm —voltage of
module at maximum power point, V ; I mm —current of
module at maximum power point, A.
The following equation could be acquired from diode
characteristic:
I d m = I 0 m [exp(

Vdm
) - 1]
VkTm

(11)

where, I dm —diode current in module, A.
Hence:
Vd m = VkTm ln( I d m / I 0 m + 1)

(18)

Im
Rsm

(12)

I gm

I dm

Rpm

Vm

Equation (13) could be obtained after combining
Equation (10) and Equation (12).
Vmm + I mm Rsm = VkTm ln( I d m / I 0m + 1)

(13)

Only one variable Rsm is unknown in Equation (13),
and equivalent serial resistance could be obtained
through this formula. Calculation method is described as
follow:
(1) carry out serial expansion for Equation (11):

I dm = I 0 m [

Vdm 1 Vdm 2
1 V
+ (
) + ... + ( dm )n +...]
VkTm 2! VkTm
n ! VkTm

Figure 3. Circuit model of PV module

e < e0

(14)

(2) substitute Equation (10) into Equation (14):
V + I mm R sm 1 V mm + I mm R sm 2
I dm = I 0 m [ mm
+ (
)
V kTm
2!
V kTm
+... +

1 V mm + I mm R sm n
(
) +...]
n!
V kTm

(3) substitute Equation (15) into Equation (13):

(15)
Figure 4. Iterative calculation chart of Rsm at maximum power
point
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TABLE 2. Calculation parameter and result of resistance
iteration at maximum power point
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Erro sset
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Im
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n
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Rpm

△s
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Figure 5. Error curve of serial resistance

After obtaining serial resistance Rsm , the parallel
resistance Rpm of this point could be calculated through
iteration shown in Equation (19). If error requirement
could be satisfied, parallel resistance of this point could
be obtained, and detail iterative process is shown in
Figure 6. Iterative error curve of parallel resistance at
maximum power point is shown in Figure 7.
V
+ I m m R sm
Erro R p = P m -V m m {I gm - I 0 m [exp( m m
) - 1]
V kT m
-

Figure 6. Iterative calculation chart of Rpm at maximum
power point
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Figure 8. Impedance analysis curve of PV module

could be used as initial iterative value for calculation of
parallel resistance, and iterative error curve is shown in
Figure 8.
Vmoc
)-1]}
VkTm

Isc

1.23A

KV

-0.28%/K

Voc

61.21V

KI

0.09%/K

Ipm

1.02A

Igms

1.29A

Vpm

47.1V

I0ms

5.36*10-15A

Pm

48.02W

Am

1.8

(20)

where, Vmoc —open-circuit voltage of module, V.
Based on above analysis, if output voltage and
current at each moment of PV module could be
obtained, serial resistance and parallel resistance at each
moment could also be obtained. Iterative Equation (21)
and Equation (22) for serial resistance and parallel
resistance at each moment could be obtained through
using Equation (17) and Equation (19), and detailed
iterative processes are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
Erro ' Rs = Vm + I m Rsm -VkTm ln[1 +

TABLE 1. Tested PV module parameters

(19)

PV module parameters are shown in Table 1.
Calculation parameters and results are shown in Table
2. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 7, parallel resistance
is large at maximum power point, and hence, how to
reasonably select initial value of iteration for reducing
iterative process is an inevitable problem. In Equation
(9), if PV module is open-circuit, parallel resistance
could be calculated through Equation (20), which is an
equation with one unknown, and Rpm of this point
could be directly calculated out through substituting
values of Vmoc ， I gm ， I 0m and VkTm . This value of Rpm

Rpm = Vmoc /{I gm - I 0 m [exp(

Figure 7. Error curve of parallel resistance

-5

V m m + I m m R sm
}
R pm

Vm + I m Rsm
+
VkTm

1 Vm + I mm Rsm 2
1 V + I m Rsm n
(
) + ... + ( m
) ]
2!
VkTm
n!
VkTm
V + I m R sm
E rro ' R p = P m - V m { I g m - I 0 m [exp( m
) - 1]
V kT m
-

V m + I m R sm
}
R pm

(21)

(22)
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5. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS

e < e0

Erro 'Rs < Erro 'sset

Figure 9. Iterative chart for serial resistance

Erro 'Rp < Erro ' pset

Figure 10. Iterative chart for parallel resistance
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Figure 11. I-V simulation curve
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Figure 12. P-V simulation curve
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Based on above method, simulation results for PV
module are shown in Figure 11~14 ( n = 85
，T=25，solar irradiance is 1000W/m2).
Based on above method, experimental system has been
built and shown in Figure 15. Experimental results are
shown in Figures 16 to 21.
Experimental and simulation curves show that:
In Figures 13, 14, 16, and 17, serial resistance and
parallel resistance change with change of module output
voltage, and there are maximum values in their curves.
Under same output voltage, parallel resistance decreases
with increase of temperature and increases with rise of
irradiance as shown in Figures 19 and 21, and serial
resistance increases with increase of temperature and
decreases with rise of irradiance as shown in Figures 18
and 20. In Figures 18 to 21, maximum values of serial
resistance and parallel resistance will move to left with
increase of temperature and move to right with increase
of irradiance.
In Figures 13 and 17, output voltage at maximum
value of serial resistance is about 1/2 of open-circuit
voltage. Equivalent serial resistance increases when
output current of module decreases little and it begins to
decline when current significantly decreases as shown
in Figures 11, 13 and 17. In Figures 12, 14 and 16,
parallel resistance increases with increase of output
power and decreases with decrease of output power, and
change rate of parallel resistance is large in power
region and there is a maximum value. Parallel resistance
reaches its maximum value when output power reaches
its maximum, and it varies little when output voltage
approaches open-circuit voltage as shown in Figures 12,
14 and 16.
In Figures 12, 14 and 16, since parallel resistance
increase gradually in current source region, inner
consumption of module gradually decreases, and output
power gradually increases; since parallel resistance is
large in power region, inner consumption of module is
small and output power is large; in voltage source
region, parallel resistance of module decrease gradually,
inner consumption increases gradually, and output
power decreases gradually. Based on above analysis,
negligence of parallel resistance has least affect on
module output in power region.
In Figures 11, 13 and 17, since current output is high
and output voltage is small in current source region,
voltage drop on parallel resistance differs little from
output voltage. There will be great affect on module
output if ignore serial resistance. The curve
characteristic of upper half part of power region is
similar to that of current source region, but in rear half
part, since the voltage drop of serial resistance is greatly
smaller than output voltage of module, ignorance of
serial resistance has little affect on output characteristic
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of module. Curve characteristic of voltage source is
similar to that of rear half part of power region. Hence,
ignorance of serial resistance has little affects on output
characteristic in rear half part of power region and
voltage source region.
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Figure 14. Rp-V simulation curve

Figure 15. Test system

Figure 20. Rs-V experimental curves under different
irradiance
Figure 16. P –V and Rp-V curves

Figure 17. I –V and Rs-V curves

Figure 21. Rp-V experimental curves under different
irradiance
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6. CONCLUSION
Based on the detail analysis of single diode model of
module, the paper proposes an iterative method for
serial and parallel resistance, obtains characteristic
curves for serial and parallel resistance, discoveries
changing regularity of them with different temperature
and irradiance, analyzes relationship between parallel
resistance and output power of module. It also
detailedly discusses the influence on
output
characteristics caused by simplicity on module model
(ignorance of serial resistance and parallel resistance).
The paper provides important information on simulation
and analysis of single diode model. Above conclusion
provides reference for model establishment simulation
and system design of other kinds PV modules.
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اﯾﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﯾﮏ روش آﻧﺎﻟﯿﺘﯿﮑﯽ ﺟﺪﯾﺪ ﺑﺮاي ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ ﻫﺎي داﺧﻠﯽ ﻣﺪول ﻓﺘﻮوﻟﺘﺎﺋﯿﮏ ﭘﯿﺸﻨﻬﺎد ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﺪ .اﻫﺪاف اﺻﻠﯽ ﺑﺪﺳﺖ
آوردن ﭘﺎراﻣﺘﺮﻫﺎي ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ ﻣﺪول ﻫﺎي  PVﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﺗﻄﺎﺑﻖ دادن ﻣﻌﺎدﻟﻪ  I-Vو ﻣﻌﺎدﻟﻪ وﻟﺘﺎژ دﯾﻮد و ﯾﺎﻓﺘﻦ راﺑﻄﻪ ﺑﯿﻦ
ﭘﺎراﻣﺘﺮﻫﺎي ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ و ﺗﻮان اﺳﺖ .در اﺑﺘﺪا ،ﻣﻘﺎدﯾﺮ ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ ﺳﺮي و ﻣﻮازي در ﻧﻘﻄﻪ ﺗﻮان ﺑﯿﺸﯿﻨﻪ ﻣﺤﺎﺳﺒﻪ ﺷﺪ .ﺛﺎﻧﯿﺎ ،ﻣﻨﺤﻨﯽ
ﻫﺎي ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ ﺳﺮي و ﻣﻮازي ﻫﻨﮕﺎﻣﯽ ﮐﻪ ﺑﺎر از ﺻﻔﺮ ﺗﺎ ﺑﯽ ﻧﻬﺎﯾﺖ اﻓﺰاﯾﺶ ﻣﯽ ﯾﺎﺑﺪ ،ﺑﺪﺳﺖ آﻣﺪه اﺳﺖ .ﺳﻮﻣﺎ ،راﺑﻄﻪ ﺑﯿﻦ
ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ ﻣﻮازي و ﺗﻮان ﺑﺪﺳﺖ ﻣﯽ آﯾﺪ و ﺗﺎﺛﯿﺮ اﯾﺠﺎد ﺷﺪه ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﭼﺸﻢ ﭘﻮﺷﯽ از ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮد .ﺳﺮاﻧﺠﺎم ،ﻧﺘﺎﯾﺞ
ﺷﺒﯿﻪ ﺳﺎزي و ﺗﺠﺮﺑﯽ ﻣﺪول ﻓﺘﻮوﻟﺘﺎﺋﯿﮏ ﻧﺸﺎن داد ﮐﻪ روش ﺻﺤﯿﺢ و اﻣﮑﺎن ﭘﺬﯾﺮ اﺳﺖ.
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